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The IO HAWK is a self-balancing mobility device for humans, because different to a car it has 
only two tires. The special thing about it: It is able, to stand upright by itself. To move forward 
or backward with the IO HAWK, the driver leans slightly forward or backward. To move left or 
right, the driver simply turns left or right.The ability of self-balancing, is the most fascinating 
property of the IO HAWK and the key of controlling him. To understand how the system 
works, it is useful to take a look at Kamens model for the device - the human body.If you stand 
up and lean so far forwards that you loose your balance, you normally don't fall onto your nose. 
The brain knows when you are not in balance, as the fluid in your inner ear moves. So your 
brain lets you put a foot forward to prevent you from falling. As long as you lean forward, your 
brain will cause this action. Instead of falling, you do one step after another.

How dynamic stabilization works in practice..









http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JoCr1A9I8QI


Distribution Pricing
Number Of Units Price Per Units

10-30 Unit   $425 USD PER UNIT

30-100 Units   $400 USD PER UNIT

100 Units  $375 USD PER UNIT

110-300 Units  $350 USD PER UNIT

300-500 Units $350 USD PER UNIT

500-1000 Units $325 USD PER UNIT

>1000 Units                          $300 USD PER UNIT   

           

https://iohawkworldwide.com/press-%26-media-kit


CELEBRITY ENDORSED



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0yv0RnHD9Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JoCr1A9I8QI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnFgpkVGWfQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_PBw_PKoRc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYULcx0PyhA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=258kYpKJeuk


• Charging Stations,Boosted Sales, Security / 
Park Associates, Marketing And Promotions, 
Promotional Usage, Designated Skate Park

Theme Park Mobility Device 

• Plants Or Fairgrounds (Halls)
• Outdoor-Fun For Cameraman
• ( TV / Film Production)
• Advertising And Events 
• Eye Catcher For Promotions
• Theme Parks And Park Security
• Airports And Airport Security  
• Hotel & hospitality industry
• Open-House-Events & Incentives
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